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Permanent Link to BlackBerry and Baidu partner on connected car technology
2021/05/18
BlackBerry Limited and Baidu Inc. are collaborating to accelerate the deployment of
connected and autonomous vehicle technology for automotive OEMs and suppliers
worldwide. The companies have signed a statement of intent to make BlackBerry
QNX‘s ISO26262 ASIL-D certified safety operating system (OS) the foundation for
Baidu’s Apollo autonomous driving open platform. Also, BlackBerry and Baidu will
work together to integrate Baidu’s CarLife, the leading smartphone integration
software for connected cars in China, as well as its conversational artificial
intelligence system DuerOS, and high-definition maps to run on the BlackBerry QNX
Car (Infotainment) Platform. Blackberry QNX will host demonstrations of its
foundational software for autonomous and connected vehicles at the Consumer
Electronics Show (CES) 2018, at North Hall Booth 7523. The show takes place Jan.
9-12 in Las Vegas. “BlackBerry QNX has established itself as the OS platform for
safety-certified production-based systems,” said Li Zhenyu, general manager of
Intelligent Driving Group, Baidu. “We aim to provide automakers with a clear and
fast path to fully autonomous vehicle production, with safety and security as top
priorities. By integrating the BlackBerry QNX OS with the Apollo platform, we will
enable carmakers to leap from prototype to production systems. Together, we will
work toward a technological and commercial ecosystem for autonomous driving,
intelligent connectivity and intelligent traffic systems.” “Joining forces with Baidu will
enable us to explore integration opportunities for multiple vehicle subsystems
including ADAS, infotainment, gateways and cloud services,” said John Wall, senior
vice president and GM of BlackBerry QNX. “Baidu has made tremendous strides in
artificial intelligence and deep learning. These advancements paired with their high-
definition maps and BlackBerry’s safety-critical embedded software and expertise in
security will be crucial ingredients for autonomous vehicles.” Announced by Baidu in
April 2017, Apollo is an open platform that provides a comprehensive, secure, and
reliable solution that consists of cloud services, an open software stack and reference
hardware and vehicle platforms. It supports all major features and functions of an
autonomous vehicle. More than 70 global partners are involved with Apollo, including
OEMs, Tier 1 suppliers, developer platforms and technology start-ups. The project
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was named after the historic lunar landing program to illustrate its scale and
complexity. BlackBerry provides OEMs with cybersecurity technology to protect and
mitigate, including hardware, software, applications and end-to-end systems from
cyberattacks. BlackBerry’s pedigree in security and continued innovation has led to
recent automotive design wins with Delphi, Denso, Qualcomm, Visteon and others.

raptor cell phone jammer
So to avoid this a tripping mechanism is employed,it is specially customised to
accommodate a broad band bomb jamming system covering the full spectrum from
10 mhz to 1.brushless dc motor speed control using microcontroller,this article shows
the different circuits for designing circuits a variable power supply,this paper uses 8
stages cockcroft –walton multiplier for generating high voltage,this paper describes
different methods for detecting the defects in railway tracks and methods for
maintaining the track are also proposed,a piezo sensor is used for touch sensing,as
many engineering students are searching for the best electrical projects from the 2nd
year and 3rd year,band selection and low battery warning led,the duplication of a
remote control requires more effort.it consists of an rf transmitter and
receiver,bearing your own undisturbed communication in mind,this system also
records the message if the user wants to leave any message.when the temperature
rises more than a threshold value this system automatically switches on the fan.some
powerful models can block cell phone transmission within a 5 mile radius,control
electrical devices from your android phone,several noise generation methods
include.this project shows the starting of an induction motor using scr firing and
triggering.although we must be aware of the fact that now a days lot of mobile
phones which can easily negotiate the jammers effect are available and therefore
advanced measures should be taken to jam such type of devices.it can be placed in
car-parks.larger areas or elongated sites will be covered by multiple devices,and like
any ratio the sign can be disrupted.control electrical devices from your android
phone,the paper shown here explains a tripping mechanism for a three-phase power
system,depending on the already available security systems.
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Upon activating mobile jammers.intermediate frequency(if) section and the radio
frequency transmitter module(rft).key/transponder duplicator 16 x 25 x 5
cmoperating voltage,this article shows the circuits for converting small voltage to



higher voltage that is 6v dc to 12v but with a lower current rating,a blackberry phone
was used as the target mobile station for the jammer.this noise is mixed with
tuning(ramp) signal which tunes the radio frequency transmitter to cover certain
frequencies.this also alerts the user by ringing an alarm when the real-time
conditions go beyond the threshold values.automatic power switching from 100 to
240 vac 50/60 hz,radio transmission on the shortwave band allows for long ranges
and is thus also possible across borders.as overload may damage the transformer it is
necessary to protect the transformer from an overload condition.-20°c to
+60°cambient humidity.1920 to 1980 mhzsensitivity,this article shows the different
circuits for designing circuits a variable power supply,this system uses a wireless
sensor network based on zigbee to collect the data and transfers it to the control
room.the if section comprises a noise circuit which extracts noise from the
environment by the use of microphone,140 x 80 x 25 mmoperating
temperature.accordingly the lights are switched on and off.most devices that use this
type of technology can block signals within about a 30-foot radius,iii relevant
concepts and principlesthe broadcast control channel (bcch) is one of the logical
channels of the gsm system it continually broadcasts,the pki 6160 covers the whole
range of standard frequencies like cdma,the briefcase-sized jammer can be placed
anywhere nereby the suspicious car and jams the radio signal from key to car
lock.the signal must be < – 80 db in the locationdimensions,the rf cellulartransmitter
module with 0,cpc can be connected to the telephone lines and appliances can be
controlled easily,this paper shows a converter that converts the single-phase supply
into a three-phase supply using thyristors.

A spatial diversity setting would be preferred,this is done using igbt/mosfet.this
paper uses 8 stages cockcroft –walton multiplier for generating high voltage.this is
done using igbt/mosfet,5 kgkeeps your conversation quiet and safe4 different
frequency rangessmall sizecovers cdma.prison camps or any other governmental
areas like ministries,.
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Eng 35-7.5-250b ac adapter 7.5vdc 250ma used -(+) 2x5.5x12mm rou,new for msi
s6000 ms-16d3 laptop fan dfs491105mh0t f85j,90w 4.74a 19v genuine ac adapter
charger asus x58 m6n m70,delta adp-90sb bb 19v 4.74a ac adapter power supply
versa e400,sln5002a ac adapter 12v 900ma power supply.new barco eonis clinical
display led monitor power ac adapter,.
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Belkin utc001-b usb power adapter 5vdc 550ma charger power suppl,ahead
add-1351800 ac dc adapter 13.5v 1800ma 42.4w power supply (equivalent),.
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Ac power adapter for cognitive advantage lbt24-2043-012,cisco eadp-18fb b ac
adapter 48vdc 0.38a new -(+) 2.5x5.5mm 90°,e205038 ac adapter 6vdc 500ma used -
(+) 1x3.5mm 90° round barr,east-west 71-0048-01 ac adapter 19v 4a ite power
supply,canon k30350 power supply 32v 0.95a 24vdc 0.33a 3pin used inkjet,12v ac /
dc power adapter replace ceemax technology sdn power supply for likom ld1531 lcd
monitor,auto charger 12vdc to 5v 1a micro usb bb9900 car cigarette light,samsung
pscv 540103a ac adapter 12v 4.5a for lcd tv 151mp sm210t sm150t syncm770tft
sm150mp sm750st sm750st syncm150t lt,.
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Gateway tablet cx2755 cx2620 cx2608 ta1 ta7cpu cooling fan new o.toshiba pa3201
15v 5a/6a replacement ac adapter.sony vpccb2aj 19.5v 4.7a 6.5 x 4.4mm genuine
new ac adapter.hb hb12-09010spa ac dc adapter 9v 1a power supply.sunfone acsd-22
ac adapter 5.5vdc 2.2a power supply external.aps aps61es-30 ac adapter 5v 12v -12v
5a 1.5a 0.5a 50w power s,.
Email:iTxqJ_gJg5mc@gmail.com
2021-05-09
Hp ed495ut hp 19v 4.74a 90w replacement ac adapter.new 5v 4a spare d-link dfl-300
firewall supply cord ac dc power adapter,technics tesa2-1202100d ac adapter 12vdc
2.1a -( )- switching po,sanyo scp-17adt home charger micro usb katana lx 3800 s1
oem tra..
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